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Simultaneous Relation (Sahabhu-hetu): 
A Study in Buddhist Theory of Causation * 

by Kenneth K. Tanaka 

The two major Hinayana schools, the Sarvastivadins and 
Theravadins, each posited a concept of mutually simultaneous 
"causation," sahabhu-hetu (chii-yuyin) and annamanna-paccaya, re
spectively.2 The Sarvastivadins in particular were severely 
criticized by their doctrinal antagonists, the Darstantikas and 
the Sautrantikas, for undermining the basic assumption of the 
theory of causation: the temporal sequence between cause and 
effect.3 Modern researchers as well seem to find it difficult to 
accommodate sahabhu-hetu's anomalous nature as causation into 
the traditional framework of causation. D. Kalupahana, for 
example, comments, "This relation seems to refute the idea that 
a cause should always be temporally prior to its effect."4 Th. 
Stcherbatsky similarly states, "It is curious that the citta is related 
to caitta by the sahabhu relation which is defined as mutual causal
ity, one being the cause of the other as much as the latter is the 
cause of the former."5 

This paper will focus on the theory of the sahabhu-hetu of 
the Sarvastivadins and attempt to clear up the ambiguities that 
surround the interpretations given for this hetu. This will allow 
us to determine whether the antagonists of the Sarvastivadins 
were justified in their criticism and modern scholars in their 
skepticism. 

Previous treatments of the hetu in Western languages have 
been handicapped by the over-reliance on the Abhidharmakosa 
(henceforth Koto) interpretation, which suffers both from brev
ity and a pronounced Sautrantika bias when compared to the 
major orthodox Sarvastivadin texts.6 Japanese studies on causa
tion have fared a little better, in that they allude to the major 
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92 JIABSVOL.8NO. 1 

Sarvastivadin texts, most of which are available only in their 
Chinese translations.7 However, even these cannot be said to 
constitute an in-depth examination of the sahabhu-hetu. In order 
to correct the shortcomings of the earlier studies, this paper will 
draw largely from the orthodox Sarvastivadin texts, notably the 
Mahdvibhds.d {Tapi-p'o-sha lun) and the Nydydnusdra (Shun cheng-li 

lun).H 

The sahabhu-hetu belongs to a category of Six relations (hu-
yin, s.a4-hetavah) which also includes kdrana (basic), sabhdga 
(homogeneous), sarvatraga (dominant), vipdka (retributive) and 
samprayukta (associated). Of these six, samprayukta and sahabhu 
are closely related; the major difference being that the former 
applies to a smaller number of dharmas, i.e., mental dharmas 
only.9 Hence, it should be tacitly understood that much of our 
discussion will be directly relevant to samprayukta-hetu as well. 

It is highly unlikely that the Six relations were taught by 
the Buddha as the Sarvastivadins take pains to show, for no 
occurrences are found in the Pali Nikdyas, Chinese Agamas or 
the Vinaya texts. The Six relations, however, could not have 
first appeared after Nagarjuna (c. 150-250 C.E.), as Th. Stcher-
batsky has suggested.10 The Six relations appear in both of the 
Chinese translations of the Jndnaprasthdna-sdstra, a major Sarvas
tivadin work attributed to Katyayaniputra, who is believed to 
have lived no later than the latter half of the first century B.C.E.'' 

/. The Objections to Sahabhu-hetu 

Let us begin with Vasubandhu's definition from the Kosa: 

Sahabhu(-hetus) are those (dharmas) that become effect to
gether (sahabur ye mithah phal&h). 

Vasubandhu elaborates: 

Together (means) mutuality (parasparam); dharmas which 
are mutual effects are mutually sahabhu-hetu.™ 

The interlocutor vehemently objects to what he sees as an abro
gation of the temporal sequence pertaining between cause and 
effect: 
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. . . but because this line of reasoning does not apply to seed, 
(sprout, stem,) etc., which have been recognized (by the world) 
as constituting cause and effect, it should be taught (by you, the 
Sarvastivadins) as to how the dharmas which are produced simul
taneously can be both cause and effect. (If you answer that these 
simultaneously-produced dharmas are mutually cause and effect) 
in the same manner as the lamp and lamp-light or sprout {ankura) 
and shadow, then let the following be properly discussed: 
whether, 1) the lamp is the cause of the lamp-light, or 2) there 
is a previously-produced cluster (of dharmas) that is the cause 
of the production of lamp-light and lamp or of sprout and 
shadow?14 

Vasubandhu responds to the objection by citing the basic prem
ise of the Logicians (haitukdh): 

When there is existence of one, there is invariably existence 
of the other, and when there is non-existence of one, there is 
invariably non-existence of the other; then the former is the 
cause and the latter is the effect. And among the co-existent 
dharmas, when one exists then all exist, and when one does not 
exist then all do not exist; therefore, they do constitute cause 
and effect.15 

This succeeds in placating the objector regarding the simul
taneity (sahotpannam) but not regarding the aspect of mutuality 
{parasparam) in sahabhu-hetu.16 This response is significant in that 
it shows that the Buddhists, at least the two schools represented 
here, at the time recognized at least two separate dimensions 
for this hetu. It further shows that simultaneity in the production 
of the dharmas was not the real issue; rather the point of con
troversy was mutuality, i.e., the simultaneously-produced dhar
mas which are mutually cause and effect. 

Regarding the second point of the question, Vasubandhu 
acknowledges that the previously-produced cluster (purvot-
panna-sdmagri) of dharmas, functioning as sabhaga-hetu or one 
of the other three relations (of the Six relations besides sahabhu 
and samprayukta-hetus), was responsible for the production of 
the simultaneously-produced dharmas.17 Vasubandhu is clear 
on this point, but the same cannot be said for the first point of 
the question, which asked whether or not the lamp was the 
cause of lamp-light. Vasubandhu, by citing the views of the 
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Logicians, purports to answer the question, but in our view, the 
response is not clear in its full meaning. 

The interlocutor—in probable dissatisfaction with Vasuban-
dhu's ambiguous answer—suggests that the relationship of the 
simultaneously-produced dharmas, like lamp and lamp-light, 
may be compared to a tripod (trujanqa), where the three sticks 
are able to stand on the strength of their mutual support 
(tH4ano]anyonyabalavasthanavat)\ the three sticks act as cause and 
effect for each other.18 Since Vasubandhu does not object, it 
seems safe to assume that he accepted this as an appropriate 
metaphor for this hetu. While this metaphor does to some extent 
succeed in elucidating the nature of mutuality, the absence of 
further elaboration by both Vasubandhu and Yasomitra in his 
commentary, the Abhidharmakosa-vyakhya, leaves us with an in
complete picture of this dimension of the hetu. 

II. Sanghabhadra's Defense and Explanation of "Mutuality" 

Fortunately, Sahghabhadra (Chung-hsien, c. 400 C.E.) in 
his Nydyanusdra fills in this incomplete picture with an extensive 
amount of scriptural and logical argument from the orthodox 
Sarvastivadin point of view. In the text we find the Sautrantikas 
rejecting mutual causation on the following grounds: 

1) At the point when the dharmas are about to be produced, 
they have not already been produced, and both, therefore, should 
not yet exist. How can you speak of dharmas that produce (= 
cause) and those that are produced (= effect)? 2) Since it is 
explained, "Because there is cause there is effect," if dharmas 
can be produced in the future period, there would be the fault 
of perpetual production of the dharmas. 3) There exists no defi
nite criterion for determining which among the simultaneously-
produced dharmas are the effect and which the cause. They are 
like the two horns of an ox (i.e., indistinguishable). 4) Further
more, with regard to the things of the world that are produced 
as the seed and sprout (as found) in the recognized characteristics 
of (the law of) cause and effect, we have not yet seen cause and 
effect (functioning at) the same time as this. Thus, you must now 
explain how there can be a meaning for cause and effect among 
the cluster of mutually-produced dharmas.19 
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These arguments are unknown in the Kosa, except for the 
last, which argues on the basis of "common sense" understand
ing. The first argument is based on the assumption that if a 
group of dharmas function mutually as cause, then they would 
also have to do so in the future moment, immediately prior to 
the production of their corresponding effect in the present mo
ment. But since the Sautrantikas do not recognize the real exis
tence of dharmas in the future and past moments, they point 
out it is ludicrous to speak of some dharmas as "causes" and 
others as "effects." In the second argument, the Sautrantikas 
claim that if a cause-and-effect relation were recognized for the 
future, an unacceptable situation would result in which the dhar
mas would exist in the future and the past as well as in the 
present, making dharmas eternal. The third argument is related 
to the first; here the emphasis is on the lack of criteria for 
determining which of the simultaneously-produced dharmas 
constitute the cause and which the effect. 

Sanghabhadra then proceeds to refute the Sautrantika ob
jection on the basis of canonical sutra passages and the metaphor 
of the lamp and lamp-light. 

Sanghabhadra cites two of the most-often quoted sutra pas
sages on causation: "Relying on this, that exists" (i t'zuyu piyu; 
imasya sato idam bhavati) and "Because this is produced, that is 
produced" (t'zu sheng ku pi sheng; imasyotpdddd idam utpadyate).20 

It is especially interesting that he views these two as representing 
two distinct kinds of hetu: 

What the former and the latter (passages) require are differ
ent. Thus, what we advocate is that the first sutra (passage) is 
intended to reveal the meaning of the simultaneously-produced 
hetu (cku-shengyin; sahotpanna-hetu) and the latter sutra (passage) 
then reveals the meaning of the previously-produced hetu (ch'ien-
sheng yin; purvotpanna-hetu).2' 

Sanghabhadra further explains it is wrong to inquire regard
ing the first passage, "On account of whose production was that 
produced?" or state, "Because the cause is produced, the effect 
is produced." These are, instead, appropriate for the second 
passage, the one explicating the previously-produced hetu. What 
constitutes an appropriate question for the first passage is, "Re
lying on whose existence does that exist?"22 
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For Sarighabhadra, the simultaneously-produced hetu is not 
responsible for the production (sheng) of dharmas; he attributes 
such function to the previously-produced hetu. It is in this latter 
kind of hetu—where the relation between cause and effect is 
indicated by "because" or "on account o f (ku)—that he saw 
causation and, thus, the production of new dharmas. On the 
contrary, the former type emphasizes the mutual reliance (i) 
which allows the "member" dharmas to co-exist but which cannot 
by itself lead to the production of new dharmas. 

With regard to the metaphor of the lamp and lamp-light, 
the Kosa completely fails to elaborate on it, but Sarighabhadra 
vigorously defends it as example par excellance of sahabhu-hetu. 
The Sautrantika initiates the polemics with a biting attack on 
the Sarvastivadin interpretation of the metaphor: 

I also accept that lamp-light is produced on account of the 
lamp, but do not accept that its cause is the lamp which is pro
duced simultaneously with it. What is the reason? It is because 
if the lamp and lamp-light are produced simultaneously, the 
lamp-light could not have been produced having required (—as 
it should—) the lamp. The simultaneously-produced dharmas 
which require each other (for their production) do not accord 
with the principle, just as an entity does not require itself in 
order for its production. Merely on account of the previously-pro
duced lamp, which functions as condition, lamp-light is able to 
be produced in the immediately subsequent thought moment. 
Thus, you should not cite this as metaphor (for sahabhu-hetu). 

(Sarighabhadra:) What you say is not correct, since when 
the lamp is first produced it is impossible to have the lamp exist 
without the light. In other words, we have yet to see a lamp 
which existed without a light. Thus, (your opinion) is incorrect.23 

Here, we see more clearly the fundamentally different as
sumptions from which the two positions view the relationship 
between the lamp and the lamp-light. The Sautrantikas adhere 
to the view that the two represent a sequential causal relation 
where lamp is the cause and light the effect. The lamp exists 
one moment prior to the light and directly causes the production 
of the light. The metaphor is seen as illustrating the previously-
produced hetu. 

On the other hand, Sanghabhadra sees the metaphor as 
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illustrating the simultaneously-produced hetu, concerned more 
with the spatial—as opposed to temporal—relation among the 
co-existent dharmas, with emphasis on their inseparability. In 
fact, the lamp and the lamp-light are not viewed as two entities 
existing independently of each other at any time, but as an 
inextricable unit in which both support each other; thus, the 
above statement, "We have yet to see a lamp when it existed 
without a light." In other words, Sanghabhadra argues on the 
premise that a lamp is always lit; an unlit lamp is inconceivable 
within his framework. Like the Sautrantika, he supports his 
position with evidence from what he deems "common human 
experience": "However, (in reality) there has never existed even 
a small number of unlit lamps; the world has established this 
well."24 If the sahabhu-hetu as a simultaneously-produced hetu is 
not responsible for the production of the lamp and light, how 
then does Sanghabhadra explain their coming into existence? 
His position is that the previously-produced hetus are responsi
ble. They are the previously-produced lamp and light which in 
this case function as sabhdga-hetu and kdrana-hetu. This is in basic 
accord with the view as deliniated in the Kosa (p. 93 above). 

///. The Root of the Controversy 

The Sautrantika criticism of the simultaneously-produced 
hetu stemmed, in our estimation, from their failure to distinguish 
the fundamental difference between these two kinds of hetus. 
They incorrectly sought to find "sequential causation" in the 
simultaneously-produced hetu, when the Sarvastivadins had al
ways reserved that function for the previously-produced hetus. 

In light of the above analysis of Sanghabhadra's views, the 
earlier-quoted statement of the Logicians (p. 93) in the Kosa 
makes more sense. It was cited in response to the Sautrantika 
objection to the sahabhu-hetu. As in the case of Sanghabhadra, 
this statement by the Logicians also presupposes a set of dharmas 
that are produced together inseparably {sahabhuvamdharmandm). 
Once this premise is understood, this passage becomes more 
intelligible. It was precisely due to the failure to do so that the 
Sautrantika respondent continued to take exception to the Sar-
vastivadin position, as he persisted in denying the meaning of 
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mutuality (parasparam). The Sarvastivadin response was simply 
to refer him to the statement of the Logicians under discussion, 
apparently out of exasperation with the objector's inability to 
comprehend his position. While the Kosa appends no further 
explanation of the statement of the Logicians, YaSomitra com
ments: 

Because there is citta when there are caittas, and because 
there is no citta when there are no caittas, the caittas are the causes 
of citta. . . . If one exists then all (the rest) exist, and if all (the 
rest) do not exist then the one does not exist; therefore, they are 
mutually cause and effect.25 

What is clearly shown here is that "to be mutually cause 
and effect" (anyonyam hetu-phala-bhavah) does not refer to causa
tion. It, instead, points to the relationship in which the one is 
inextricably related to the rest and vice versa. Like citta and 
caitta, they are always produced together. It is a matter of rela
tion, and does not refer to one causing the other to be pro
duced.26 

Saiighabhadra's understanding of mutuality also is corrobo
rated by the Mahavibhasa, which concludes the section on 
sahabhu-hetu with the following question and answer: 

What are the meanings of sahabhu} 
Non-separation (pu hsiang-li), sharing a common effect (tung 

i-kuo) and mutual accompanying (ksiang sui-shun) are the mean
ings of sahabhu.27 

None of these three meanings exibits any high degree of 
causation. Instead, all three meanings—particularly the first and 
the third (the second will be discussed in detail below)—support 
the relations characterized by the Nydydnusdra metaphor of the 
lamp and lamp-light: inseparability and simultaneity. We main
tain that these correspond to the above Mahavibhasa meanings 
of "non-separation" and "mutual accompanying," respectively. 

It appears that modern researchers on the subject have 
repeated the same error as the Sautrantikas in holding this hetu 
responsible for the production of new dharmas.28 They have, 
in our opinion, taken the expression, "dharmas which are 
mutual effects are sahabhu-hetus to each other," to mean that 
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one member of the sahabhu-hetu dharmas produces the other, 
and vice versa; each is, thereby, the effect of the other as well 
as the cause of the other. Such an understanding goes contrary 
to the above findings, which showed that mutuality in sahabhu-
hetu for the Sarvastivadins meant the inseparable nature of the 
relationship pertaining between simultaneously-produced dhar
mas. It is noteworthy that Kamalasila (c. 740-795) also ques
tioned the validity of this hetu as a theory of causation, though 
for reasons different from ours.29 

IV. "Common Effect" as the Principal Meaning o/Sahabhu-Hetu 

We have noticed so far through our examination that the 
sahabhu-hetu subsumes the meanings of simultaneity and mutu
ality. If this hetu were confined just to these two dimensions, it 
would virtually correspond to the Theravadin's annamanna-pac-
caya in terms of nature and scope.30 However, Sarighabhadra 
introduces the importance of another sense of the term—that 
of sharing a "common effect" (i-kuo; eka-phala)—which he views 
as the principal dimension of sahabhu-hetu*1 This is not to 
suggest that this particular sense was totally absent in the Kosa, 
but that it was overshadowed there by the meaning of mutuality. 
It should be noted that while some earlier scholars have alluded 
to the difference in the emphasis between the Kosa and 
Sanghabhadra's works, no one to our knowledge has so far 
treated this subject in detail.32 

The arguments presented in the previous section show that 
while Sarighabhadra did define sahabhu-hetu as mutuality, he 
also included "common effect" among the indispensible dimen
sions of this hetu: 

Also, we do not accept that all dharmas that are produced 
simultaneously have the meaning of mutually functioning as 
cause and effect. Which are the ones that we accept (as having 
that meaning?) (Only dharmas which) share a common effect or 
those that are mutual effects have this meaning.33 

However, when we ask which of the two meanings 
Sarighabhadra valued more, we find that "common effect" took 
precedence: 
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One ought not teach that (dharmas) are sahabhu-hetu merely 
on the basis of their being mutual effects. A dharma and its 
secondary characteristics are mutual effects but are not (sahabhu-
hetus).. . . From this meaning, one ought to determine that "those 
conditioned dharmas with a common effect are sahabhu-hetu" 
Since the authoritative text explains (accordingly), this is bereft 
of error.34 

Sarighabhadra's preference for common effect as the pri
mary meaning is further attested in his other major work, Hsien-
tsung lun (Pradipaka). Whereas the karikas (verses) cited in the 
Nydydnusdra are identical to those of the Kosa, Sarighabhadra in 
the Pradipaka alters the first karika on sahabhu-hetu to read, 
"Sahabhus are (dharmas with) the common effect dharma," 
rather than "Sahabhus are (dharmas) which are mutual effects," 
as found in the Kosa and the Nydydnusdra.*5 This alteration, we 
believe, better reflects Sarighabhadra's true position, for in this 
work he was more at liberty to expound his own views, unlike 
in the Nydydnusdra, where his main objective was to refute the 
Kosa by adhering closely to its format.36 

In turning to the earlier Sarvastivadin texts to determine 
which of the two meanings was emphasized, we find the Jndna-
prasthdna—the earliest text to expound the Six relations— to be 
of little help, since it merely lists the categories of dharmas that 
qualify as sahabhu-hetu. The Mahdvibhds,d, on the other hand, 
contains extensive discussions on this hetu, which show that the 
"common effect" dominated the meaning of sahabhu-hetu: 

1) To carry out a common effort*7 (pan i-shih) is the meaning 
of sahabhu-hetu. 

2) Our position is that citta and the accompanying body and 
speech actions are sahabhu-hetus. Why is this so? It is because they 
have a common effect; it is because they carry out a common 
effort. 

3) Are the obstructable derivative-forms (updddya-rupa) and 
other obstructable derivative-forms mutually sahabhu-hetus? 
No, . . .. The reason for this is that the meaning of sahabhu-hetu 
is the (carrying out of) a common effect, but they (the derivative-
forms) do not carry out a common effect; (hence, they are not 
sahabhu-hetu). 

4) Why is it said that "mutuality" is not sahabhu-hetu? Because 
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it is not common effect, it is not sahabhu-hetu, since sahabhu-hetu 
dharmas definitely have a common effect.38 

The emphasis on "common effect" in these statements 
shows that Sarighabhadra was in accordance with the 
Mahavibhdsa and that this emphasis was, therefore, the orthodox 
Sarvastivadin position. It is worth noting that none of the three 
major Sarvastivadin texts mentions the metaphor of the tripod, 
suggesting further that "mutuality"—the concept which the 
metaphor was intended to illustrate in the Kosa—did not consti
tute the principal meaning for the Sarvastivadins.39 The tripod 
metaphor, on the other hand, is reported in association with 
the aniiamanna-paccaya of the Theravadins.40 

As to the actual mechanism by which sahabhu-hetu dharmas 
share a common effect, we were unable to find any clear expla
nation that specifically addressed itself to this issue in 
Sarighabhadra's writings or in the Mahavibhdsa. However, in 
attempting to reconstruct the mechanism based on scattered 
information, we have found that the sahabhu-hetu dharmas 
merely assist and are not by themselves responsible for the pro
duction of a common effect. 

According to Sarighabhadra, a common effect is included 
in the category of the purusakara-phala (shih-yung kuo; man-func
tion effect), one of the Five effects (zuu-kuo; pancaphalani) of the 
Sarvastivadin theory of causation. There are three kinds of 
purusakdra-phalas in connection with sahabhu-hetu: "simultane
ously-produced" (sahotpanna), "subsequent" (samanantara) and 
"separated" (viprakrsta).41 Of these three, however, 
Sarighabhadra does not recognize the simultaneously-produced 
as a common effect of sahabhu-hetu;42 the latter two—which he 
admits as a common effect of sahabhu-hetu—turn out to be none 
other than the effects of sabhdga and sarvatraga hetus {nisyanda-
phala), and of vipdka-hetu (vipaka-phala), respectively.43 Hence, 
a common effect which the sahabhu-hetu dharmas share is pro
duced not in the same moment as the sahabhu-hetu dharmas, 
but in one of the subsequent moments. 

However, this leads to a dilemma, in that sahabhu-hetu dhar
mas by definition can only have their effect produced in the 
same moment as themselves.44 How can they, then, share a 
common effect—which is produced in one of the subsequent 
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moments—as advocated in the two major Sarvastivadin texts? 
Based on our reading, these two texts do not offer a clear expla
nation of this problem. Fortunately, P'u-kuang (7th century) 
throws some light on this point in his commentary to the Kosa, 
Chii-she lun chi: 

The intent of the sahabhu-hetu in taking (ch'u; gxhndti) the 
simultaneously(-produced) purus,akdra-phala is to assist the simultane-
ously(-produced) dharmas to each awaken (ch'i) its function (yung). 
(To each awaken its function means) to awaken the function of karana-
hetu, or to awaken the function of sabhdga-hetu and sarvatraga-hetu, or 
to awaken the function of vipaka-hetu, thus each (hetu) taking its own 
effect.45 

In other words, the sahabhu-hetus serve as catalyst for the other 
hetus to generate their own function, that is to say, the production 
of their respective effects. Included in these effects are the "sub
sequent" and "separated" purusakdra-phalas, which, for 
Sanghabhadra, constituted a common effect of the sahabhu-hetu 
dharmas. 

There is no conclusive evidence to prove that P'u-kuang's 
view correctly reflects the Sarvastivadin position, though it is 
reported that this commentary was compiled from notes taken 
orally from Hsiian-tsang during the translation of the Kosa.Mi 

But for our primary interest, the evidence seen above does not 
show the sahabhu-hetu playing a direct causative role in the pro
duction of a common effect. 

Stated differently, sahabhu-hetu is the force that co-ordinates 
the dharmas for a common effect. Its main concern lies with 
the "horizontal" relationship among the dharmas, not with the 
direct production of a common effect. We believe it was this 
hetu that T.V.R. Murti, the noted Madhyamika scholar, sought 
in vain, lending to his criticism of the Sarvastivadin view of 
causation: 

As causation, on the Vaibhasjka (= Sarvastivadin) view, is 
not self-becoming but the co-operation of several factors (pratyayas) in 
generating an effect, the question arises: what makes factors A, B, C, 
D, etc., which by themselves are disconnected entities and no[t] causes 
and conditions, into causes. What co-ordinates them for a united effort, 
for a common end.47 
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We believe this is exactly the role performed by the sahabhu-
hetu. It appears that Murti was unaware of this particular func
tion in the sahabhu-hetu, probably due to his over-reliance on 
the Kosa, which, we noted above, deemphasized this particular 
meaning in favor of the meaning of mutuality.48 

V. Sahabhu-hetu as a Principle of Unifying Relations 

We have seen from the above discussions that sahabhu-hetu 
is comprised of three meanings: simultaneity, inseparability and 
common effect. These are not three separate kinds of sahabhu-
hetu but, instead, three distinct dimensions of the same hetu—two 
of which, as noted above (p. 99), correspond to some of the 
Theravadin paccayas.49 Because of this multi-dimensional 
character, the usual English rendering of sahabhu-hetu as "simul
taneous" or "co-existent" does not do justice to the full meaning 
of this hetu. Not all simultaneous dharmas are sahabhu-hetus. 
Moreover, they must invariably be produced together, i.e., be 
inseparable. But even these two are insufficient, for finally they 
must share a common effect. 

More significantly for the aims of this paper, all three aspects 
happen to be aspects of a hetu which has proven to be primarily 
a principle of spatial unity or aggregation rather than of causa
tion, as was generally understood before. Our findings are 
further supported by the similar meanings that sahabhu-hetu 
shares with two concepts that denote unity and aggregation: 
accompanying and convergence. 

The concept of "accompanying" (sui-chuan; anu(pari) vrt) is 
embodied in the dharmas that accompany others (anuparivar-
tikdfp). In the Mahdvibhd$d, the mental concomitants (caitta), phys
ical (kdya) and speech (vac) avijnapti and the four great elements 
(mahabhutani) are described as dharmas that accompany citta.™ 
When questioned as to why these dharmas are considered "ac
companying," three reasons are given: they accompany one 
another (sui-shun), mutually benefit each other (hsiang she-i) and 
carry out a common effort (pan i-shih).5] Compared to those of 
sahabhu-hetu, only the second meaning differs, but even these 
two—the "mutual inseparability" of sahabhu-hetu and the 
"mutual benefit" of accompaniment—are in our view related. 
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To support this, we saw in the Sarvastivadin understanding of 
the analogy of the lamp and light that the two were mutually 
inseparable as well as mutually supportive. 

Regarding the concept of "convergence" (ho~ho; samagri, 
samnipdta), the Mahdvibhdsa recognizes two kinds: dharmas that 
1) a) are produced together and b) do not separate, and 2) carry 
out a common object without conflict. While no example for 
the former kind is given, the second is represented by a quote 
from Gosaka: 

Because the faculty, object and consciousness similarly carry 
out a common object, it is called "convergence," and not because 
they are produced together and are mutually inseparable.52 

It is tempting to suggest, in light of the correspondences 
noted in the statements by Gosaka and Sarighabhadra, that there 
was a borrowing of meanings among the three concepts; without 
more information, however, we cannot know. What is significant 
for our main interest are the virtually identical meanings that 
sahabhu-hetu shares with the two concepts which denote unity 
and aggregation; this lends further support to our finding re
garding the nature of sahabhu-hetu.5' 

VI. The Two Categories of Relations 

The above findings suggest deep implications for our un
derstanding of the Buddhist theories of relations. As Sangh
abhadra incisively perceived, there are two general categories 
of hetu: the previously-produced and the simultaneously-pro
duced. The former represents causation where a having been 
produced prior to b causes the production of b. In the latter 
category, a and b are produced simultaneously without one being 
responsible, at least directly, for the production of the other. 
The two should not be confused with one other. 

The confusion surrounding the sahabhu-hetu can be partly 
blamed on the fact that it was classified among the Six relations 
as a "hetu" along with the other previously-produced hetus. Prior 
to its appearance as one of the Six relations in the Jnanaprasthana, 
we find in the Sangitiparyaya-{sastra) a reference made to a cat-
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egory of dharmas called "simultaneously-produced dharmas" 
(chii-sheng fa). But at this stage, this notion had yet to be as
sociated with that of a hetu54 It was under the Six hetu-re\at\ons 
that the Sarvastivadin systemizers consolidated the various rela
tions of heterogeneous nature. 

Some modern scholars have alluded to the existence of the 
two distinct kinds of categories. S. Yamakami, in explaining the 
scope of the Six relations states, "This law has to show the causal 
relation of the 'dharmas,' not only in (temporal) succession, but 
also in their (spatial) concomitance; so its scope is vast."55 Ledi 
Sadaw, based on Pali material and drawing especially from 
Abhidhammattha-sangaha, concludes that Buddhism has ex
pounded relations (paccaya) by two methods: 1) the law of pro
duction via a cause (paticcasamuppada) and 2) a system of corre
lations (paUhdna-naya). While his categorization does not agree 
exactly with that of Saiighabhadra, the former group definitely 
corresponds to the latter's previously-produced hetu.56 

D. Kalupahana, in one of the most detailed studies on the 
subject of Buddhist causality, discusses the usage of the term 
"idampratyayata," meaning "conditionally" or "relativity." He 
cites Candrakirti, whom he suggests distinguished idampratyayata 
in the sense of "relativity" from pratityasamutpada, which denotes 
"active casuation." What is highly interesting is that Candrakirti 
supports this distinction with exactly the same set of sutra pas
sages as found in Sanghabhadra: idampratyayata correlates with 
"When this exists, that exists" and pratityasamutpada with "When 
this is produced, that is produced." The former corresponds to 
Sahghabhadra's "simultaneously-produced hetu" and the latter 
to the "previously-produced hetu."57 

Nagao Gadjin, in.reference to Yogacarin materials, offers 
his views on the difference between what he calls the "sequential" 
(ijiteki) and "simultaneous" (ddji) causations. The latter includes, 
for example, the relation between the first seven consciousness 
(vijndna) and the alayavijnana, which are said to be mutually 
cause and effect and which are produced simultaneously. Nagao 
explains that in the case of simultaneity—despite its being one 
of the categories of time—temporal considerations are relegated 
to the background while the abstract dimension is emphasized. 
Such methods were employed by the major Vijnanavadin fig
ures, including Asaiiga, Vasubandhu and Dharmapala. Nagao 
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later adds, based on Sthiramati's view, that simultaneity in cau
sation indicates the "mutually dependent relations" of the law 
of co-dependent production.58 

Admittedly, the scope and viewpoints of the above opinions 
may vary somewhat. Nevertheless, they not only reinforce the 
findings of this paper, but also call attention to the need for 
further research in clarifying the nature of the two fundamen
tally distinct types of relations. 

VII. Conclusion 

1. Sahabhu-hetu constitutes a unifying relationship between 
simultaneously-produced dharmas. 

2. Therefore, both the Sarvastivadins' opponents and the 
modern scholars who viewed this hetu as causation failed to 
understand correctly its nature. 

3. Not being a theory of causation, sahabhu-hetu does not 
undermine, as was feared by the above two groups, the tradi
tional assumption of causation being a cause which is produced 
simultaneously with its effect. 

4. Sahabhu-hetu, at least from the period of the compilation 
of the Mahavibha$a (c. 150 C.E.) on, was defined by three distinct 
meanings: simultaneity, inseparability (with mutual support as 
its corollary) and common effect. This simultaneity was broad 
in scope, and was not contested by the critics of sahabhu-hetu, 
who also recognized its validity. 

5. Inseparability (or mutuality)—expressed as "mutual 
cause and effect"—was severely attacked by the other schools, 
the Sautrantikas in particular. However, their criticism was mis
directed and unwarranted, since we found "mutuality" to mean 
in actuality the "inseparability" of the dharmas that comprise 
sahabhu-hetu, and not causation. 

6. Common effect, much neglected in the Kosa, constituted 
the principal meaning of sahabhu-hetu for the Sarvastivadins. 
Though this meaning involved some semblance of causation, it 
still was not directly responsible for bringing another dharma 
into existence. 

7. Sahabhu-hetu, along with samprayukta-hetu,59 constitutes 
one of the two fundamentally distinct types of relations found 
in Buddhist literature. 
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